Optimize the situational intelligence of your staff to increase
sales and customer satisfaction.

Introduction
NCDC Advanced Sales Assistant is a completely new take on the presentation of customer data.
The system uses algorithms to quickly give your staff an overview of customer engagement and to
assess previous and future events, offering intelligent recommendations for new sales and upgrades.
In addition, the advanced profile search finds poorly performing customers, customers in need of
a review, and possible fraudulent or associated profiles.
We can provide a short introductory video, a longer video describing the features, or, even better,
a live demo. Please contact René Bo Christensen at rene.bo.christensen@ncdc.dk (T) +453197820
or (Skype) renebochristensen.
NCDC Advanced Sales Assistant requires a TIA 7.3 ADF or above and can be implemented and
supported by NCDC, your TIA department, or any capable TIA partner.

Putting the Data in Front of You
Individual customer data is your competitive advantage in customer engagements. In the process of
sales and client review and support, you need a wide range of customer data. Presenting all information
in a single view is not new, but with a renewed focus, we have turned buried information into a readily
available asset. Understanding customers and their changing expectations requires a feasible 360degree view – one that begins with the most important current data and extends through information on
every product, taking advantage of data-driven information about customers’ possible needs.

The Features You Always Needed
NCDC Advanced Sales Assistant consists of five distinct ways to show customer data, along with
a feature to quickly compare quotes, and a profile search. Everything is designed to increase your
situational intelligence, leading to increased sales and a rapid response to customer questions and
requirements.

Brief View delivers all necessary information about customers in order to satisfy
the most common needs of agents and sales and back office employees.

Full View shows all customers’ relevant data including current and past products,
quotes, and claims and personal information that impact on sales.

Suggestions are personalized recommendations that anticipate customer needs.
You discover cross-sell and upsell opportunities that were previously hidden.
Suggestions are based on scientific analysis of your specific customer base, taking
national and cultural demographics into consideration.

Scoring recognizes VIP, loyal, and profitable customers.
Think of this as highly configurable KPIs on your customers. KPIs are supposed to be
KEY, so Scoring is invaluable to staff who are working with customers.

Timeline shows all customer-related events even if the information is stored across
such areas of TIA as Policy, Product, Claims, Complaints, and Payments.

Quote Management presents a series of quotes, comparing the content and the key
differences in an efficient and simple way in order to make clear and fast decisions.

Profiler is a user-friendly tool to search the customer base, using predefined rules and
algorithms. The profiler can find cases to investigate for fraud, find leads, and locate
customers relevant for campaigns.

Your Competitive Advantages

• All customer information is displayed on the accessible and user-friendly screen
• Understand your customer’s situation within seconds
• Enables fast and smart decisions

• Improve your customer relationship and minimize churn
• Identify the most valuable customers and deliver appropriate offers and service levels
• Enhance sales productivity with data-driven suggestions for new products and upselling

• Fast implementation without changes to TIA core
• Can be implemented by NCDC, Insurer’s IT, or Insurer’s own TIA partner
• Offers extensive customization through user functions to meet the individual needs
of the Insurer

Feature – Brief View
Customer View
This short customer view consolidates business-critical
customer data. The view presents data from all domains:
personal data, address details, contact details (including
electronic contact channels), as well as information
about products and claims.
Brief View tells you everything you need to know about
your customer on one page without scrolling.

Customer Activity and Next Events
Brief View also contains information about the customers
last events and the next scheduled events: payment of
installments, renewal, or the expiry of the policy.

Product Panel
Product Panel at the bottom of the Brief View presents
information on current policies, quotes, premiums
collected, and claims paid. The information is divided
into groups. The number of product groups in the panel
can be freely configured along with product names and
the icons assigned to them.

Feature – Full View
Full Customer View
Shows a larger and more comprehensive selection
of customer data.
Full View expands the brief information about the
customer through:
• information on family relationships
• address and correspondence data
• 3 customer scorings
• mobile and digital adoption
• the 3 latest events and next 3 scheduled events

Recent and Next Events
Most after-sales contact relates to actions recently carried
out by the customer or planned in the near future. That's
why we've added information about customers’ events: 3
last events and the next 3 planned events.
If you would like to know the customer’s full history or view
all the operations planned for them, you can see it in the
Timeline.

Feature – Suggestions
Suggestions
The Product Panel also contains information about
expired products that have not been renewed,
abandoned offers, and suggestions for offering products
determined by recommendation algorithms.
Suggestions for the customer, including a descriptive
text, are available in the tooltip after placing the cursor
on the star icon.

Ex pired

Algorithms & Rules
The suggestions are displayed by choosing the best 3
among the suggestions found by the algorithms and rules:
•
•

•

Algorithm using Ramex model suggests the next
purchase based on existing products
Algorithm using Collaborative Filtering suggests
the next purchase based on the purchases of
customers with similar features
Marketing Rule employs previously abandoned
quotes

The Marketing Rules and Suggestion Models can be
modified or extended with further algorithms to meet the
specific requirements of the Insurer.

Suggestions Algorithms
Ramex Model
The Ramex algorithm sets suggestions for individuals
based on the analysis of existing customer products and
statistics for all customers within the Insurer's database.
This algorithm predicts a product that your customer will
buy next in two steps:
• calculates statistics for the Polytree Events
Sequence Model
• searches the sequences for the most probable
next event

Collaborative Filtering
The Collaborative Filtering algorithms set suggestions
based on age, gender, occupation, and location. This list
can be modified as part of implementation.
Persona = { age [xp,yp], sex, occupation, ... }
The algorithm calculates statistics for products owned by
users with similar characteristics and determines for each
customer the probability of interest in a product that the
customer does not yet have.
We can add algorithms that will create new product
suggestions for Personas or individuals. This solves the
'cold start' problem that recommendation algorithms
struggle with when a database is empty or new products
are launched that were not bought before and it is not
possible to calculate statistics for them.

Feature – Scoring
Customer Scoring
Scoring ranks your customers based on their profiles
and their history with your company. Using different
scores, you can instantly identify valuable, and less
valuable, customers and act accordingly. Scoring brings
the customer valuation front and center to your staff,
without extensive browsing and analysis.
Scorings are an aggregated, consistent, and holistic
representation of the data known by you about your
customers. If you rank your customers in different
scorings, you can recognize and value them. This helps
to improve communication, yielding better results and
increased sales.

Scoring Algorithms
We propose 3 Scorings Algorithms:
• VIP Score – based on products and objects, such
as cars, houses, and personal
• Profitability Score – based on Profitability Indicator
and Loss-ratio index
• Loyalty Score – calculated on abandoned polices
and gaps in coverage
The proposed algorithms calculating VIP, Profitability, and
Loyalty Scoring can be modified. It is also possible to define
a completely new ranking, e.g. based on the user's activity
in digital channels or the number of contacts in the aftersales service.

Feature – Timeline
Customer Events
Timeline provides a clear view of what has happened
and what is scheduled to happen. It uses and integrates
events related to:
• Party
• Policy or Quotation
• Claims
• Financial Settlements
The list of presented events can be extended by
adjusting the user function to include other data, e.g.
user contacts from the call center, and complaints.

Time Perspective
Events displayed on Timeline can be analyzed in detail by
increasing the timeline’s scale or limiting the date range for
which the events are displayed.
A more detailed analysis of data events seen from this
perspective can lead to surprising insights about the
situation. This information is usually buried beneath
endless amounts of clicks and notetaking.

Timeline Filter
Using Timeline Filter, you can display events of a given
type (e.g. regarding payments) or related to a given
object, e.g. policy with a given number. The filter also
facilitates the analysis of objects for customers
with many policies and related events.

Feature – Quote Management
Compare Quotations
Quote Management simplifies the quote comparison
and provides a view of selected quotes in a convenient
table.
The comparison and selection of several quotes can be
challenging. Every customer would like to take all their
priorities into account when comparing quotations,
which means understanding the risks covered by the
policy and the insured sum related to premium. Clauses
or other benefits may also be important.

Screen, Print or E-mail
The quotations that were selected for comparison can be
displayed on the screen in Compare Table or can be
printed. The comparison can also be sent via email
to the customer (or to any other e-mail address provided by
the user).

Compare Table
Compare Table presents all the most important
attributes of the quote and helps customers choose
the variant that best suits their needs. The appearance
of the table is defined and may vary for different
products. For example, the attributes compared in the
table can be related to:
• Prices
• Risks
• The Object of Insurance
• Clauses
• Discounts
In the Compare Table, you can read more information
for the attributes using tooltips. Detailed descriptions
help explain each compared attribute. Icons or colored
underlining shows the largest or smallest number in the
table and will help staff and customers to select the most
appropriate quote.

Feature – Profiler
Find Insights with Profiler
Profiler is advanced rules, filters, and algorithms
executed by schedule, and on demand. Profiler can host
complex algorithms and allow you to reap the benefits of
advanced math, neural networks, and variants of
machine learning. Fraud detection, profiling customers,
price optimization, and suggestions are but a few of the
possible use cases. The relevant algorithms can be
easily and quickly implemented in Oracle PL/SQL and
launched using Profiler.

Algorithms Categories
In Profiler, we prepared the following categories of
algorithms:
• Accounting Fraud – algorithms for detecting fraud
related to transfers and financial settlements
• Claim Fraud – algorithms for detecting fraud related to
claims notification and compensation payments
• Policy Fraud – algorithms for detecting suspicious
situations when concluding policies
• Scoring Rules – calculating VIP, Profitability, and Loyalty
Scoring
• Suggestion Algorithms – creating suggestions for the
next purchase based on purchase history (Ramex model)
or purchases of users who have similar features
(Collaborative Filtering)
• Marketing Rules – finding leads, e.g. using abandoned
quotes
All prepared algorithms can be modified to meet the specific
requirements of the implementation.
This initial list can be extended with subsequent catalogs or
procedures based on algorithms and data held by you.

Requirements and Implementation
NCDC Advanced Sales Assistant provides additional user functions and algorithms to enrich TIA
functionality. Our add-ons do not modify or change the core functionality of TIA.
NCDC Advanced Sales Assistant requires TIA ADF 7.3 or higher version. If you have a previous
version, please email us so we can check the possibilities and limitations of your environment.
Installation and setup can be carried out by NCDC or your TIA partner of preference.

Request for Demo
We will be very happy to arrange live demonstrations and workshops at your premises, where workflows
and functions can be tested and discussed.
Schedule an NCDC Advanced Sales Assistant Demo today.
René Bo Christensen
Telephone: +45 3197 8205
Skype: renebochristensen
Email: rene.bo.christensen@ncdc.dk

NCDC has been part of many success stories within the
insurance industry. If you need help navigating all the
possibilities offered by TIA Applications, we can advise you
based on our many years of experience working on TIA.
Our daily routine involves the ongoing monitoring and
reporting of your system and services, enabling us to react
quickly in case of an incident. If you need improvements,
we can often successfully achieve them through online
meetings.
Give us a call, and let us be a part of your success
story...

Poland
Nordic Consulting & Development Company
ul. Bartosza Głowackiego 4
70-238 Szczecin, Poland
tel: +48 91 881 96 00
tel: +48 669 500 316
mail: office@ncdc.pl

Denmark
Nordic Consulting & Development Company
Birketoften 15
3500 Værløse, Denmark
tel: +45 31 13 10 22
mail: office@ncdc.dk

